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London: Butterworths 1963 This slim volume covers recent views on virtually the whole of the subject matter of immunology. Each of the chapters is written by an expert (mainly from Britain but, in two cases, from the United States). They bear the broad titles: antigens, antibodies, antigen-antibody reactions, natural immunity, acquired immunity (bacterial infections), acquired immunity (viral infections), acquired immunity (protozoal infections), immunization, hypersensitivity, auto-immunity and transplantation immunology. Each contributor has therefore much ground to cover in his 20 to 30 pages and the result often has the terseness of a digest. The ordinary reader will probably wish that more space were available for explanation of many of the strange terms of this subjectsuch as, for example, 'immunologically competent cell'. The reviewer found that most contributors now use it; none defines it; only lymphocytes can be it; macrophages can't be it (although they react specifically to antigens); and concluded that much ignorance was covered by it.
The chapter on antigens (D A L Davies) lucidly reviews our fragmentary understanding of the chemistry of tissue antigens against the much more comprehensive background of knowledge of microbial antigens. S Cohen contributes a most valuable account of the recent exciting work on the structure of the immunoglobulins. W I B Beveridge provides a thoughtful discussion of the role of allergy in viral immunity. The conclusion is that allergy (delayed-type hypersensitivity) contributes to immunity, but this conclusion depends on the assumption that 'cellular' resistance (the existence of which is now well supported by evidence) is mediated by delayed-type hypersensitivity. S Raffel presents a valuable discussion on the mechanisms of hypersensitivity. Here are the views of a very experienced observer, who faces up squarely to the problems in this very difficult subject, and contributes some veryhelpful thoughts on the basic essentials of the delayed response and the methods for distinguishing its contribution to a mixed reaction. However, his acceptance that human atopic antibodies are 19S globulins and his deductions therefrom are misleading and his acceptance of the validity of univalent antibodies is unsupported by recent evidence. The section on immunization (Geoffrey Edsall) is highly informative and frank in its handling of present-day problems. It is satisfying to find that its American author draws freely on British data for his arguments.
This volume, therefore, provides useful reading not only for the professional immunologist but also for all those who are interested in the public health. ROBERT has been said about bone and bones that orthopaedic surgeons are interested in them and physicians in it. This is not quite true these days, as a visit to any of our leading orthopedic centres would reveal; but, by and large, the interest of pathologists and the work of biochemical laboratories is aligned more closely with the medical than with the surgical wards of a hospital. It was, in fact, physicians who joined with morbid anatomists and chemical pathologists in this useful symposium whose main papers, but not the discussion, are inexpensively, though belatedly, reproduced in this small volume.
The articles are first-class, critical, and welldigested presentations of important topics.
Modem knowledge of structure and function, the applicability of chemical and radiochemical procedures to diagnosis and current views on rickets, renal osteodystrophy, nephrolithiasis and osteoporosis are clearly summarized. The aim of this symposium was to review the very rapidly advancing field of medical biology which relates to the metabolism of bone and calcium, having in mind the needs and interests of those who work with patients and face the pressing problems of human disease. Most of the topics dealt with have their own extensive, and often recondite, literature. The articles in this book are helpful summaries and emphasize in particular those methods of the research and physiological laboratories which are now applicable to the problems of clinical medicine.
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